Case Report of Combined Twin Tubal and Intrauterine Pregnancies
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Abstract
Case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins.

Objective(s): To present the case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins and its successful surgical management with brief literature review.

Design: A case report supplemented with brief literature review and discussion.

Setting: City clinical university hospital.

Patient(s): Heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with tubal and intrauterine twins in a 31-year-old woman after natural conception.

Intervention(s): Laparoscopy, adhesiolisis, aspiration of tubal embryos through tubotomy and cervical dilatation and vacuum aspiration of intrauterine embryos as well as vaginal and intraoperative laparoscopic ultrasound examination.

Main outcome measure(s): Physical examination, laparoscopy and postsurgical hCG serum assay, as well as pre- and postoperative vaginal ultrasound and intraoperative laparoscopic sonography.

Result(s): Successful diagnosis and treatment of a case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins after control of tubal and intrauterine twins in a 31-year-old woman with 6 artificial abortions, pelvic inflammatory diseases and partial occlusion of Fallopian Tubes (FTs), as well as gynaecological surgical procedures, which may lead to tubal dysfunction and ectopic embryo implantation [1]. Moreover an increased prevalence of multiple pregnancies during conception after stimulated ovulation is multiplying risk of Heterotopic Pregnancy (HP), when ectopic and intrauterine pregnancies are simultaneously coexisted.

Several cases of HPs have reported even in patients without risk factors. A case of combined tubal and intrauterine pregnancies was reported by Varras et al. [2] in a 28-year-old woman after Natural Conception (NC), when an emergency Laparotomy (LT) with tubectomy was performed due to 1.5 liter haemoperitoneum. Bettocchi et al. [3] described a case report of simultaneous bilateral tubal pregnancies and intrauterine pregnancy with five embryos in 28-year-old women after stimulation of ovulation with gonadotropins and NC. HPs were removed by salpingotomy in the right FT and by salpingectomy in left FT, whereas multiple intrauterine pregnancies were terminated with two fetuses after selective embryo reduction [3]. A case of combined triplet HP with twin tubal and singlet intrauterine pregnancies after NC was reported by Simsek et al [4] in 37-year-old patient. LT and tubectomy was performed due to twin tubal pregnancy with a right ruptured FT and intrauterine pregnancy was terminated without complications. Jibodu and Darne [5] presented a case of combined tubal and intrauterine singleton pregnancies in a 29-year-old woman after NC.

This report aims to show in the first time a unique case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins in a 31-year-old woman after NC with brief review of literature. The intraoperative laparoscopic sonography was successfully applied to properly visualize both tubal and intrauterine twins as well as to monitor the effectiveness of surgical treatment.

Materials and Methods

A case presents a 31-year-old woman with heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy coexisting tubal and intrauterine twins after natural conception.
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Introduction

An increasing prevalence of Ectopic Pregnancies (EPs) is a rise concern, due to widespread application of the state-of-the-art Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ARTs). There are also other risk factors of EP development, including sexually transmitted and pelvic inflammatory diseases (PIDs), specially adnexitis and salpingitis with formation of hydrosalpings, intraperitoneal and periaudnexal adhesions and partial occlusion of Fallopian Tubes (FTs), as well as gynaecological surgical procedures, which may lead to tubal dysfunction and ectopic embryo implantation [1]. Moreover an increased prevalence of multiple pregnancies during conception after stimulated ovulation is multiplying risk of Heterotopic Pregnancy (HP), when ectopic and intrauterine pregnancies are simultaneously coexisted.
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conception. The patient signed a written consent for emergency surgery with application of an intraoperative laparoscopic sonography as well as a request for the vacuum aspiration and removal of the intrauterine embryos.

37 original reports with 46 cases of coexistence of tubal and intrauterine pregnancies were available for review in MEDLINE database. Only reports concerning HPs coexisting tubal and intrauterine embryos were reviewed. HPs with interstitial and other locations of embryos were excluded. Way of conception, number and location of coexisting embryos, condition of uterine tubes and volume of hemoperitoneum, type of surgical procedures and outcome of intrauterine pregnancies were analyzed.

Case Report

A 31-year-old patient was admitted to the gynecological department as an emergency case with complains about pain in her lower right abdomen, breast tenderness, nausea, vomiting and delayed menstruation over a period of 56 days.

Analysis of anamnesis showed that the patient had had regular menstruations for 5-6 days every 25-26 days starting from 13 years of age. Patient had had 7 pregnancies with only one term delivery and 6 artificial abortions. Patient had also experienced PID's because of complications of artificial abortions. There were not cases of multiple pregnancies in both families of our patient and her husband.

A month before, a scanty dark brown discharge was displayed during 5 days at the time of expected menstruations. The patient first noticed a pain in her lower right abdomen 7 days before her admission and a 7-8 week pregnancy with miscarriage had been diagnosed during the first checkup at the out-patients’ clinic by physical and vaginal examinations. Doctors had prescribed antispasmodic medications and rest. Since then, other symptoms of pregnancy had manifested and the pain had progressed in spite of treatment and rest.

The day of admission, the patient’s condition had deteriorated and she had turned to the out-patients’ clinic again, where the HP with single embryo in the right FT and another single intrauterine embryo was diagnosed. Vaginal examination caused sharp and severe pain and the patient was immediately hospitalized for emergency surgical treatment.

Gynecological examination at the moment of admission showed a presence of intrauterine pregnancy with a 8 week pregnancy size of the gravid uterus and a 4 cm-diameter enlarged right FT, of tightly-elastic consistence and sharply painful during both palpation and ultrasound examinations. Doctors had prescribed antispasmodic medications and rest. Since then, other symptoms of pregnancy had manifested and the situation was stabilized without life-threatening condition.

In our operation theatre a laparoscopic ultrasound probe had applied for all surgeries to investigate its diagnostic value and to control an efficiency of surgical procedures. Subsequently we performed laparoscopic sonography to distinguish location and number of heterotopic location of embryos by means of the ultrasound device “Aloka SSD-900” (Japan) and Siemens PRIMA, SIENA (Germany) with laparoscopic linear sensors with frequency 7.0 MHz and irrigation of pelvic cavity with isotonic solution for ultrasound contrasting.

Laparoscopic sonography revealed heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of monochorionic and monoamniotic tubal and intrauterine embryos (Figure 1). A development stage of the intrauterine embryo was 7 weeks and 2 days. Double heart rates were registered in both tubal and intrauterine embryos about 152 and 146 strokes per min respectively. The chorionic thickness was 0.6-0.7 cm in both the uterine and tubal pregnancies. The size of intrauterine embryos was similar (2.2 cm), whereas tubal twins were different in their size (2.1 and 2.2 cm).

Free blood in the abdominal and pelvic cavities was aspirated and blood clots and grumes were removed. After adhesiolyisis corpus of uterus and both ovaries and FT's were visualized (Figure 2) and the situation was stabilized without life-threatening condition.

All embryos were removed, the ectopic embryos by tubotomy and aspiration, whereas the intrauterine embryos through cervical dilatation till N 9.5 by vacuum aspiration with cannula N 9. During surgery an ultrasound monitoring was done by laparoscopic probe with isotonic solution irrigation into pelvic cavity and FT, in order to make sure that all embryos and chorionic tissues had been completely eliminated.

We had not evaluated serum or urine hCG concentration before
surgery because patient had been urgently admitted to hospital and emergency surgery had been performed. However, this assay was performed on the 5th, 10th and 15th day after surgery showing a decrease in serum hCG concentrations resulting in 2904, 229 and 145 mIU/mL respectively due to performed conservative treatment. Immunoenzyme assay was done on the device "Cobas Core" of company Hoffman La Roche (Switzerland) with chemical reagents of company "DIA plus" (Russia). Diagnosis of coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins was confirmed by histological examination.

Physical and ultrasound examination follow-up, one month after surgery, showed usual uterus and ovaries condition and size as well as an absence of pathological changes in the FTs.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first report of a unique case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins after NC. Although the prevalence of HPs with multiple embryos is rising due to widespread application of ARTs [1], spontaneously occurred HPs are remaining very rare. Therefore this unique case is represent the scientifically and practically significance to be analyzed in detail.

There were not cases of multiple pregnancies in both our patient’s and her husband’s families. In the past our patient had experienced 6 artificial abortions with subsequent manifestations of PID with formation of periaudnexal adhesions which were eliminated during present surgery. Probably these factors were the main reasons of a spontaneously occurred HP. In this case the final diagnosis of HP with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins was successfully completed by means of laparoscopic US. We realize that a TV US is also an effective tool to detect these twin embryos in both intrauterine and tubal locations. Shortcomings of TV US in detection of these quadruplets in our case were related with sharp and severe pain during vaginal examination and possibility to increase bleeding and obvious indications to urgent surgery by clinical and TV US examinations.

Since there was free hemoperitoneum, an evidence of both ectopic and intrauterine pregnancies the surgeon, who performed these US examinations, preferred, firstly to control of bleeding and stabilize the patient’s condition and after that to repeat an US with laparoscopic probe to distinguish location and number of embryos, as well as to determine the size of damaged area of FT in order to perform conservative surgery. Laparoscopic US was also used to control an efficiency of surgical procedures, notably to visualize remaining parts of embryos and chorionic tissue in the fallopian tube and uterine cavity by liquid contrasting. Although abdominal and TV US was successfully applied in many cases of preoperative diagnosis of HPs [6,7], according to several reports abdominal and TV US scan failed to visualize tubal embryos in cases of HPs [2,8,9] including partly its efficiency in reports with two cases [10,11].

Among 37 reviewed reports in a septuplet pregnancy, with bilateral tubal and five intrauterine embryos [3], in another sextuplet pregnancy with bilateral tubal and three intrauterine embryos [12], as well as a quadruplet pregnancy with single tubal and three intrauterine pregnancies [13] were coexisted. Intriguingly recurrent HPs after IVF attempts with involving both fallopian tubes by turns [11], when, during the first pregnancy a left tubectomy was performed with subsequent interruption of intrauterine pregnancy and during the second pregnancy a right a tubectomy was done in the sequel live birth twins. 12/37 reports presented triplets, where five intrauterine twins [11,14-17] and three tubal twins [4,7,18] were coexisted with vise-versa tubal or intrauterine single pregnancies. Interestingly there was coexistance of bilateral tubal and intrauterine single embryos in 4 cases among these triplets [19-22]. 25/37 reports described duplets, when 31 cases of HPs were presented with coexisting tubal and intrauterine single embryos [5,6,8,9,11,17,23-38], 2/37 reports described two cases of HPs with both triplets and duplets [11,17], and 4/37 reports presented 2 cases with duplets [10,24,26,29].

Thus we analyzed 46 cases of HP with different number of embryos and from this view, present report is introduced a unique case of coexistance of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with two twins and subsequently completed a mosaic appearance of possible combination of multiple tubal and intrauterine pregnancies. It is important to release all possible coexistance of implantation’s locations due to an increased prevalence of ectopic and multiple pregnancies as well as HPs in a widespread ARTs’ era.

Information was not available according to treatments before conception in 5/46 cases, and conception was followed after application of ARTs in 31/46 cases, including full cycle of IVF-ET protocols in 20 cases and a stimulation of ovulation with clomiphene citrate and other hormonal medications in 11 cases with a subsequent: NC in 6 cases; an intrauterine sperm injection in 5 cases. Subsequently there was NC in cycles without any treatment only in 10/46 cases, representing rare prevalence of HP after NC.

The condition of gravide FTs in 8/46 cases were not described. FTs were ruptured in 23/46 cases, they were distended and enlarged in 10/46 cases and leaking in 5/46 cases. There was hemiperitoneum in 28/46 cases and amount of blood in the abdominal cavity was varied from 200 till 2300 mL with significantly reduced hemoglobin concentration and hematocrit rates in several cases, which requested hemotransfusion. These data recall us that a management of ectopic pregnancies, particulary HPs required efficiently make decision to perform emergency surgical procedures to avoid lifetreatening condition.

Surgical procedures were done by LT for emergency reason in 26/46 cases, by laparoscopy in 17/46 cases and there was inversion from laparoscopy to LT in 2/46 cases. There was not available information concerning type of surgery in 3/46 cases. Radical surgery with salpingectomy was performed in 36/46 cases, bilateral tubectomies in 2/46 cases, and adnexectomy in 1/46 case, whereas conservative surgery with tubotomy and aspiration of embryones and chorionic tissue was done in only 4/46 cases. It shows that most cases surgeons used more traumatic for patients way of solution because of urgent character of situation, when patients were admired to the hospital or even when they were under observation well in advance of before surgery.

Outcomes of intrauterine pregnancies were not available in 10/46 reports. There were 27/46 live births with 9 twins and 18 single newborns. Intrauterine embryos were reduced in cases of multiple intraperitoneal pregnancies and remaining pregnancies were successfully terminated with live births [3,12,13]. Intrauterine pregnancies were interrupted by curettage or spontaneous abortion in 9/46 cases [11,19,21,22,26,29,30,37] and degeneration into vesicular mola was observed in 1/46 case [31].

In comparison with the data of literature the management of our patient with coexistance of intrauterine and tubal twins with leaking in extended right FT was successful with using only conservative surgical procedures, i.e. tubotomy and aspiration of embryos by laparoscopic approach and removal of intrauterine embryos since our patient did...
not want to preserve pregnancy. This method allowed us to control outcome of surgery and reduce time of surgery.

Thus, according to analysis of the rate of ruptured FT’s followed with severe hemoperitoneum and the high frequency of urgently performed radical surgical procedures with hemotransfusions in this brief review a heterotopic tubal pregnancy is remaining as a risk factor for maternal morbidity and mortality. Therefore, in spite of improved management of ectopic pregnancies with highly effective laboratory and ultrasound diagnosis as well as laparoscopic treatment, an increasing prevalence of multiple and ectopic pregnancies is a rise concern of healthcare system, due to widespread application of the state-of-the art of ART’s with increased risk of heterotopic pregnancies.

Conclusion

A unique case of heterotopic quadruplet pregnancy with coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins after natural conception in a 31-year-old woman with 6 artificial abortions, pelvic inflammatory diseases and perinatal adhesions was reported. An intraoperative laparoscopic echography was applied to complete diagnosis of diseases and periadnexal adhesions was reported. An intraoperative coexistence of tubal and intrauterine twins after natural conception in
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